Rural Task Force

Firstly I would like to wish everyone a Happy New Year from the Rural Team.
You will see from the below report that the team have been busy addressing Rural, Wildlife,
Environmental and Heritage Crimes. The team continues to work closely with not only our
colleauges within the police but also our partners from other agencies.
Operation Galilieo offences continue to be reported. Kent Police are no part of a 7 force
collaborration to address such issues utilising Anti Social Behaviour legislation along with
the existing Hunting/Poaching legislation.
Farm Watch is an excellent tool for the community to share information directly with the
team. It continues to produce some excellent results, with offenders being loacted, arrested
and stolen property being recovered. The suscess is only as good as the information shared
so thank you to those already on the scheme. Anyone wanting to join please contact the RTF
via email at rural.task.force@kent.police.uk
As we approach lambing season livestock worrying incidents continue to be reported, with a
spike of incidents in the east of the county. All such incidents are investigated by the Rural
Task Force, utilising where possible DNA evidence to support prosecutions. I am fully aware
that these incidents are very distressing to all involved and dog owners are reminded to keep
their dog on a lead when around livestock.
Theft of machinery and other items from rural locations remain prevailent. I would like to
take this opportunity to remind everyone to regularly review their security ensuring sheds/
barns are locked and secure when not in use. Please remember to record and mark all
property serial numbers so these can be passed to the police if you become a victim of crime,
and consider DNA solutions and/or Trackers to protect your property.
PS Darren Walshaw

Rural Theft
Call direct from Cantrack in relation to a Tracking Activation on a Stolen Kubota worth
£20,000. Following extensive area search the stolen Kubota eventually located in a
Container. Enquiries at scene established that suspect passed away two weeks. Vehicle
seized and recovered.

Report of ATV hidden in woodland. RTF attended and located what is likely to be a stolen
John Deere Gator HPX DSL. Vehicle ignition had been tampered with and owner of the
woodland was original informant stated that the padlock on the gate to his field had been
removed to gain access. Vehicle recovered for vehicle exam to try and identify true owner.

Offenders have set fire to a Landrover Defender which has been stolen overnight from
Brabourne.

A Green Honda TRX 350 Quad Bike Stolen overnight just over the border Kent/Sussex
border and linked to series of increased quadbike and ATV thefts that have been occurring
in the area. Liaising with Sussex Police Rural Team following the spike in quad bikes thefts.

RTF conducted research around a largescale theft of metal and an assault on 2nd November
2021 at Chartham near Canterbury where victim was threatened with an axe and then
offenders have driven at victim causing ABH injuries. Enquires at the scene identified the
two suspects. RTF received information that the two suspects, using a different van, sighted
on the Western Link at Faversham. RTF deployed and located van parked in the rear yard of
Sainsbury’s which is accessed on Western Link. Both males were caught in process of
stealing metal from Sainsbury's so arrested at scene for that offence and the various
offences committed the 2nd November.
Report of a vehicle being burnt out in an isolated rural location at Moor Lane, Woodchurch,
suspected stolen.

Rural Task Force attended Margetts Lane, Wouldham along with Kent Vehicle Examiners
following reports of a Range Rover being cut up and fly tipped. The vehicle has been
provisionally identified as stolen from METS on 08/11/21. Vehicle recovered.

A White Fiat Doblo van drove past police patrol on Chestnut Street Borden nr Sittingbourne.
The unmarked police vehicle followed the van until it came to natural stop. When an officer
approached the vehicle, the vehicle made off and a pursuit commenced. The vehicle
stopped heavily, and the passenger got out and shrugged his shoulders at the officers. The
driver then continued to make off during which he reversed rammed the pursuing police
vehicle 4 times. The driver decamped into nearby woods but fortunately a police dog
tracked and located him. The van was displaying two different registration plates, both
stolen in the London Area. Further checks on the vehicle ascertained it to be stolen from
London area too. In the rear of the van were four 25lt containers containing diesel fuel,
syphoning pipes along with a sleeping bag and duvet. The van has numerous links to theft
of fuel in the London area.

Farm Watch report received from a Transport company in Sittingbourne that a white
Peugeot Partner, tail gated a a lorry into their secure compound. Two white male occupants
began wandering around the lorries, units and scrap metal skips. When staff approached the
males they made off in the Peugeot, unfortuantly the compound gate was open at the time.
Checks conducted with the RO identified the vehicle was on cloned registration. Extensive
ANPR research identified the Peugeot was running on numerous false plates. All
registrations were nominated for ANPR. Later that day a police traffic patrol got behind the
vehicle on Chestnut Street, Sittingbourne. After short while vehicle made off and pursuit
commenced. The pursuit ended with numerous police vehicles damaged through tactical
contact. Two males were arrested, one of whom was an absconder from prison since July
2021.

RTF attended a car renovations company after receiving information that Land Rover
Discovery Sport, with no registration plates, was concealed at the real of the premises under
a sheet of canvas. Officers spoke with the business owner who provided access to the
vehicle concerned. The vehicle was checked and discovered to have had all its visible
identification marks removed. Check confirmed it to be stolen from the London area in late
2020. The vehicle was recovered and investigation on-going.

Contacted by landowner from Womenswold who advised that Friday evening suspects drove
across fields to his property and cut open storage containers and stole high value equipment
from a small local tree surgeon. RTF using local knowledge attended woodland off the A2 in
the area where they located the stolen £21,000 woodchipper.

OP Galileo (Poaching)
Officers responded to a report of a suspicious parked vehicle in Burmarsh. Upon locating the
vehicle attended no persons were found nearby. Drone was deployed and two males
observed walking dogs across numerous fields. Officers intercepted the males and
conducted a search of them and their vehicle under Poaching Prevention Act. The incident is
still subject to ongoing investigation.

Officers received reports of possible hare coursing in fields off Ashford Road, Ivy Church,
Romney Marsh. Officers located a white Ford Focus registered to a well-known Kent hare
courser. Two other Males were also present. The males had three dogs, two of which were
in the vehicles at the time of the stop. All Males were stopped and searched under the
Poaching Prevention Act. All males had thermal imaging equipment and one had a
Camcorder. All males had their mobile phones seized and all were issued with the 7 Forces
collaboration Community Protection Warning.

Officers responded to a report of hare coursing in Otterden, Faversham. Local officers
responded and upon locating the suspect vehicle it made off. Officers pursued but vehicle
went off road down a byway where the occupants decamped. Three long dogs found
abandoned within the vehicle were seized. A live fox was found tied to the back door of the
vehicle but subsequently died from its injuries sustained during the pursuit. Found within the
vehicle were 14 dead rabbits. Found in the boot of the vehicle was a dead fox with a seat
belt tied around its waist. The fox had a puncture wound through its rear left leg which it
appeared to have caused with a sharp implement. Vehicle was seized and subsequently
subject to full forensic examination. The three dogs seized and passed to the control of local
authority.
A media appeal has identified potential suspects. Investigation continues.

Reports of poaching in progress and 4x4 stuck in mud with 4 males and 4 dogs. RTF
deployed however area search no trace for offending vehicle or offenders. Suspect vehicle
identified as Toyota RAV 4 which is Notified Off Road, No Insurance and previous keeper.

Blue Suzuki Vitara was seen driving from Harrietsham, into Ulcombe Village, Maidstone, with
four males inside and two Dogs. The Vehicle was stopped and searched under the Poaching
Prevention Act. Three dead Rabbits found in the front footwell, along with lamps, catapults
and ball bearings. The males stated they got the rabbits from land they had permission to
hunt on but refused to state exactly where. All males were interviewed at the roadside and
reported for Night Poaching and being found in Possession of Game (Section 2 of the
Poaching Prevention Act). One of the stopped males has already been issued with a
Community Protection Warning (CPW) and therefore has been issued with a Community
Protection Notice (CPN). The remaining three males were issued with CPW’s. All have been
reported for offences.

A Kia Sedona was stopped on A251 Buck Street Challock. There were 5 male occupants. All
males and vehicle were searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. 2 deceased pigeons
were in the boot along with catapults and ball bearings. One of the passengers also had a
small knife in his possession. Vehicle was seized for being untaxed.

A Suburu estate was stopped in Hawkhurts after being suspected of poaching. Vehicle and
occupants searched under Poaching Prevention Act.

A Blue Vauxhall Astra stopped on Goodnestone Road Sittingbourne as occupants of the
vehicle were suspected to have been poaching on Hollingbourne Hill on 14/11/2021. Two
male occupants detained and searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. No items relating
to poaching were found, however the passenger was dealt with for a small amount of
cannabis found on him.

Rural Task Force came across a silver Ford Fiesta parked up in a layby on Rayners Hill,
Lenham. Officers watched as a high-powered lamp was directed from driver’s side into a
field. As officers approached the vehicle it pulled away. Officer caught up with the vehicle
and stopped it on Forstal Road, Lenham. The vehicle and two male occupants were
searched under the Poaching Prevention Act. Within the vehicle officers found a powerful
lamp, a dog, catapults and ball bearings. However, no game was located in the vehicle.
Driver was issued with a 7 Force Community Protection Warning (CPW) in relation poaching.
The passenger already had an active CPW, therefore he was issued a Community Protection
Notice (CPN). Driver was also issued a Section 59 warning under the Police Reform Act
relating to anti-social use of a motor vehicle. Both have been reported for offences.

Reports from a Farm Watch member of a suspicious black Suzuki Vitara parked just off Long
Lane near Shepherdswell. Checks on the vehicle found it was linked to well-known local hare
courser. Rural Task Force attended the location and waited for the driver to return.
However, no persons returned so the vehicle was seized for having no road tax.

Rural Task Force officers were made aware of a Black Hyundai Tuscon which was parked up
and unattended on Moorstock Lane, Sellindge. The vehicle was known to police for previous
incidents of hare coursing. Checks conducted on the vehicle found it had been untaxed since
January 31st 2020. The vehicle was seized by officers for no tax.

Op Traverse (Fish Poaching)
RTF deployed along with Environment Agency and Angling Trust in relation to issues along
the Royal Military Canal and theft of fish.
RTF worked with Metropolitan Police in locating and interviewing a male linked to a theft of
a pike at the RMC at Deal. The male lived in North London but travelled to the Deal area to
carry out the offence. The male admitted the offence but claimed not to know that the area
was for private fishing. The male was dealt with by way of Community Resolution.

Wildlife
Reported Badger Set disturbance at Benenden. Landowner have removed hardcore and
webbing at the location of the reported Sett. Images and body worn video taken at the location
for evidence. RTF are liaising with West Kent Badger Group and Planning Dept Tunbridge
Wells Council.

Landowner reported that two males were seen to be leaving a field on Ringlestone Road,
Hollingbourne, carrying two rifles. The males were challenged and claimed to be shooting
pigeons on behalf of the landowner, however, the landowner confirmed that they had no
permission. The males got into a black Vauxhall Astra and left the area. It is believed that
the two rifles were air weapons but not confirmed. Males have been identified and neither
male is shown as holding a firearms licence. Investigation continues.

Rural Task Force received numerous reports of a badger sett disturbance in Dover. Early
indications suggested the local residents were concerned with the development was
progressing without the appropriate planning approval. RTF officers attended the location
and spoke with the ecologist and the contractors onsite. They were clearing thick shrubbery
at the site to allow further ecological examination on the setts. There were no disturbance of
any sett and the informant was updated. This is likely to continue in the New year when
further work will be undertaken. The contractors and ecologist are very well versed in the
correct processes and licence application required moving forward.

Animal Welfare
The Rural Task Force and RSPCA executed a warrant under the Animal Welfare Act at a
residential address in Ditton suspected of being a puppy farm. Puppies had been sold from
the address and were reportedly in poor health and unvaccinated. Occupants were already
subject to animal welfare court proceedings and disqualified from keeping animals.
Three persons found within the address, one of which was found to be wanted on warrant
for a failing to appear at court. She was arrested and taken to custody.
Eight dogs including three puppies were removed from the property under the instruction of
the RSPCA. The RSPCA will be continuing their investigation and looking to interview
persons found at the address.
A Ford Transit van belonging to a male at the address was also seized after it was shown as
untaxed since 2018.
Following on from this warrant, two persons at the address refused to engage with the
RSPCA in voluntary interviews. As a result the RTF attended the address on arrested a male
and a female. They both claimed to have Covid but were subsequently tested with a
negative result and were conveyed to Tonbridge Custody Suite where they were interviewed
for offences identified during the execution of the search warrant.

On 7th November unknown persons attended a farm in Denton and shot and killed a
miniature pig in the head with a ball bearing. Numerous local enquires were completed and
CCTV checked, however, offenders remain unidentified. The RTF have received and increase
in reports of tree lamping and catapulting in the area.

Livestock
RTF officers attended Graveney Marsh, Seasalter Rd, Whitstable where they met with ten
members of The Kent Wildlife trust. They own land at the location, which is used for the
grazing sheep, however they were concerned with recent increase in livestock worrying
incidents. RTF provided advice regarding reporting of such incidents, evidential capture and
use of social media.

Two livestock attacks in Alkham area where 7 seven sheep were attacked, and some killed.
The attacked sheep were swabbed for DNA evidence of the attacking dog. Description of
dog responsible as being a grey scraggy haired lurcher style. Genuine concern that this dog
will continue to attack. Media appeal has provided some key information of where the dogs
are suspected of coming from. Investigation continues.
RTF attended Livestock Worrying incident where dog has attacked several Turkeys and
Chickens. Dog owner has been identified and been interviewed by RTF. The incident has
been resolved by way of community resolution.

There have been multiple livestock sheep attacks reported in the Woodchurch area.
Deceased sheep have been swabbed and media appeal luanched. RTF are pursuing two
active lines of enquiry to identify the owner of the dogs responsible.

Fly Tipping (Op Assist)
Maidstone Borough Council identified a blue Vauxhall Vectra involved in fly tipping in Boxley
on the 1st December. RTF attended home address of the registered keeper with officers
from Maidstone Borough Councils Waste Enforcement Team. The vehicle was found on the
driveway and unlocked, however a female at the address stated that her partner, who was
at work, had the keys to the vehicle. The vehicle was seized by MBC for the fly tipping
offence and whilst waiting for recovery an attempt was made to lock the car remotely from
within the address. Female was challenged on this and said that partner must have been in
a vehicle that drove past.

RTF were made aware of a fly tip that happened on the residential property in Herne Bay.
The homeowner witnessed a male in a white Citroen Belingo van dump a load of green
waste on their drive. They were able to get part of the vehicle’s registration before it left.
ANPR work identified only one white van in the area at the time the offence took place. RTF
deployed to Thanet area to locate this vehicle. Eventually vehicle was located and stopped
nr Canterbury. The vehicle had two male occupants one of which was found to be wanted
by Bedforshire Police for offence of Conveying Articles into a Prison. Male was arrested.
Unfortunately, the victim of fly tipping did not wish to support a prosecution so no further
action taken regarding this.
Rural Task Force conducted a joint visit with Environmental Agency, Canterbury District
Council Environmental Team and BT Openreach to Recycling Centre in relation to thefts of
catalytic converter thefts and large-scale cable thefts. Evidence suggests location is working
out of its agreed licences so prosecution may follow.

Op Assist at Swale on 16th November with Swale Borough Council and Environmental
Agency. Numerous vehicles were stopped, two seized and one driver issued with a £600 FPN
by SBC.

Op Assist at Ashford and Folkestone 17th November with Council Enforcement Team. Several
vehicles were stopped, one driver failed a drug swipe test and was arrested.

Op Assist at Maidstone 24th November with Council Enforcement Team. One vehicle seized
for waste carrying offences and three £300 fixed penalty notices issued by MBC. During a
stop check a vehicle was examined and found to have had its visible identifications removed.
The vehicle was seized, and two persons arrested on suspicion of theft of motor vehicle.

Op Assist at Canterbury 17th November with Council Enforcement Team. One traffic offence
report was issued and two producers for transfer notes issued by CCC.

On 25 November RTF engaged in a joint operation with the Environmental Agency, Swale
Borough Council and DVSA on the Isle of Sheppey. They were targeting illegal waste
carrying.
Kent Police obtained the following results:
One seizure with no insurance.
One PND for cannabis possession
1 x arrest for drug driving
2 stop searches
1 traffic offence report for no insurance
10 intel reports completed and submitted
Environment Agency were involved in obtaining intelligence following six stop searches
and present throughout the day’s checks/events.
DVSA dealt with numerous vehicle defects including:
Delayed mechanical failure
Two rear tyres on Transit vehicle
Tipper tachograph driver CPC training issues.
CPC follow ups regarding training issues.
Environmental Enforcement Team SBC conducted numerous checks following vehicles
stopped by Police including several lorries and scrap metal related vehicles. This led to the
issuing of two fixed penalty notices for failure to produce waste transfer notices.

Op Assist at Gravesham 7th December with Council Enforcement Team. One vehicle was
seized as suspected stolen, and twelve intelligence reports submitted.

Op Assist at Dartford 7th December with council enforcement team. Two fixed penalty
notices issued by council enforcement officers, one reported for licensing offences, one
vehicle seized for no tax and another vehicle seized as suspected stolen. One traffic offence
report issued.

Op Assist at Sevenoaks 10th December with Council Enforcement Team. One £300 fixed
penalty notice issued. Officers also assisted the local authority in locating two suspects for a
fly tipping investigation, the males were given dates for interviews re the incident.

Op Assist at Tonbridge & Malling 10th December with council enforcement team. The Kent
Police Road Safety Team also deployed to support RTF. Ten traffic offence reports issued,
one vehicle issued a PG9 defect prohibition notice, one driver reported for summons for 3
traffic offences and one vehicle seized for no tax.

Op Assist at Tunbridge Wells 10th December with Council Enforcement Team. Three scrap
yards sites were visited. One vehicle seized for no tax.
A white Mercedes caged van was witnessed driving slowly on Bligh Way, Strood and was
stopped on Watling Street. The rear contained a number of items of old scrap metal, and it
was evident the occupants had been collecting scrap metal from the roadside. There were
two male Romanian occupants who gave a London address. Driver stated he bought the
vehicle on the 28th December and claimed that he had arranged insurance via a friend but
could provide no evidence. The vehicle was seized for no insurance and PG9 prohibition
notice issued for a number of mechanical faults.

Rogue Trading
Following the RTF investigation into a fly tipping report on 12th November that led to the
arrest of Bedfordshire organised crime gang nominal, further information came to light that
both males had earlier that day both males were suspected to have conned an 88-year-old
victim into having a roof repair. During the incident it was alleged they stole £14000 of cash.
ANPR work identified the white Citroen Belingo was seen in convoy with a Mercedes E220
with the second nominal showed as an insured party. ANPR showed the vehicle active in
Ashford on the morning of 15th November. RTF attended the area and located the vehicle
parked unattended in Asda’s car park off Kimberley Way, Ashford. A short while later the
suspect returned to the vehicle and was arrested.

Other Business
Rural Task Force stopped a White Ford Transit on Preston Park, Faversham following ANPR
activation that occupants believed to be wanted for multiple offences. There were two male
occupants with a young boy. Both males were identified as the suspects for three
outstanding crime reports. One of these related to an attempt GBH and another for theft of
metal. Both suspects were arrested for all three offences and conveyed to Margate Custody.
Arrangement was made for mother to collect her son and the van and property on the males
including their mobile phones were seized for evidential purposes.
Male wanted for Controlling and Coercive Behaviour and Harassment towards ex-partner
was located and arrested.

A warning under Section 59 Police Reform Act issued to rider in field of Rochester Road,
Wouldham for anti-social riding of a motorcycle. Witnessed and dealt with directly by RTF
Officer

RTC at Stone Street, Canterbury with damage and minor injury. Road blocked and traffic
management conducted whilst vehicles were recovered.

Male stopped driving during Op Assist Folkestone and failed drugs wipe. Also found in
possession of cannabis. Arrested and dealt with at Canterbury custody.
ANPR hit on Citroen Relay van linked to multiple bulk thefts from charity clothing bins across
the South East of England. Vehicle stopped at junction 9 M20, Ashford and a male detained
for search under section 1 of PACE. During the search a large quantity of used clothing was
located in the vehicle. Driver arrested on suspicion of theft and conveyed to Maidstone
custody. Vehicle seized used in crime.
Vehicle sighted on A20 Ditton and stopped. Vehicle showing previous keeper, no insurance,
and no tax. Driver claimed that he uses day insurance however this could not be proven at
the roadside. Vehicle recovered for no tax and driver reported.

Officers located a green Peugeot 206 parked on a private farm track with a single male
occupant. When asked what he was doing he offered up that he had come to location to
smoke some cannabis. A search under section 23 Misused of Drugs Act was conducted and
cannabis and substance suspected to be crack cocaine was seized. Male was later
interviewed at Canterbury Police Station. Investigation continues.
Blue Peugeot 207 seen and stopped on Tenterden High Street. Checks confirmed female
driver did not have insurance and the vehicle seized and Traffic Offence Report issued.

A suspicious black Ford Transit connect was seen travelling on the A20 at Charing. An RTF
officer made ground to catch up with the vehicle which started to drive at speed and
overtake other vehicles. The vehicle was eventually stopped on Egerton Road whilst held in
traffic. RTF officer blocked the vehicle in and removed the keys. Intelligence linked to the
vehicle suggested that it had previously made off from police after being seen acting
suspicious around on farms in Swale and Ashford. The vehicle had two male occupants who
both gave false details. Once their true identities were confirmed, the driver was found to
have no driving licence or insurance. Both males and the vehicle were searched. Evidence
was found that the vehicle had previously been carrying waste including scrap metal. The
passenger had a catapult and ball bearings in his pocket and claimed that he had picked up
another family member’s jacket before leaving home. He stated he does have permission
on several pieces of land around Hothfield to hunt for game. Vehicle seized and driver
reported for traffic offences.

White Ford Transit Connect was stopped on Common Road, Sissinghurst. Checks revealed
male driver had no insurance. Vehicle sezied and Traffic Offence Report issued.

Following an ANPR activation a grey Ford Focus was stopped on A2, Canterbury Road,
Sittingbourne. Vehicle was linked to a recent report of a disturbance involving weapons in
Conyer, Sittingbourne. Three males were detained and searched under Section 1 of PACE.
No weapons were located. All three males were arrested for the offence of affray and
conveyed to Medway Custody. One of the males was taken to hospital from custody due to
injuries he had sustained in the disturbance in Conyer.

White Ford Transit panel van was seen towing a caravan towards Maidstone and stopped in
Chegworth Road, Harrietsham. Vehicle was stop checked as the caravan was not displaying
a registration plate. Checks were completed and driver was shown as wanted in connection
with a theft of motor vehicle in Essex in May 2021. The male stated he was delivering the
caravan and gave a postcode but could not provide any further information. This resulted in
the Transit and caravan being seized following his arrest. Subsequent checks on the seized
Transit showed that the engine had been stolen from London in May 2021. Male will be
interviewed for that offence in due course. Checks on-going in respect of seized caravan.
A vehicle stopped on A21 following information that the driver was wanted by Met Police in
connection with domestic abuse incident and breach of non-molestation order. Driver
arrested and taken to Tonbridge custody suite.
On 11 December a black Nissan Navara was reportedly seen acting suspiciously in the
Challock, Ashford. On 12 December, RTF located the vehicle abandoned on the London
bound carriageway of the M2 just prior to the M2 Services. Whilst dealing with the vehicle
the driver returned. He stated that he had just purchased the vehicle in the last hour, but it
was shown as uninsured, expired MOT and untaxed. The vehicle was seized, and a traffic
offence report completed.
A Kent Police patrol had identified a grey Seat Ibiza possible drug driving. Vehicle located
by RTF in Maidstone and stopped. Driver failed roadside drug swipe and was arrested. A
small amount of cannabis found during a search of the vehicle.
RTF assisted local officers at a domestic abuse incident where a male armed with a knife
had caused criminal damage and was threatening to harm himself and others. Male was
safely arrested by RTF for Affray and Criminal Damage.

Court Results of Note
Joint investigation with RSPCA/RTF relating to Animal Welfare Act 2006 and Badger Act
offences resulted in the following sentence at Court on the 8th December
Benny Eastwood
12 weeks imprisonment suspended for 2 years.
Lifetime ban on keeping all animals
Complete a Rehabilitation Activity Requirement of 10 sessions
200 hours unpaid Community Work
£500 court costs

---------------------------------------------------Following an Op Assist day of action in Canterbury in April with Canterbury Council
Environmental Enforcement Team, a Moses Smith was stopped carrying waste metal.
He attended Court and pleaded guilty to 7 offences of dealing scrap metal without a licence.
He was sentenced to 18 months conditional discharge, £22 victim surcharge and costs
awarded against him for £2114.19.

---------------------------------------------------Joint investigation with RSPCA/RTF relating to Animal Welfare Act 2006 and Badger Act
offences resulted in the following convictions at Maidstone Magistrates Court of the 2
offenders:Danny King Snr . Convicted for two S4 Offences (Unnecessary Suffering)
3 Month Custodial Sentence suspended for 18 months.
Complete a Rehabilitation Activity Requirement of 15 sessions.
80 hours unpaid work
Fined £750 Court Costs. Victim Surcharge of £128
Section 34 Animal Disqualification for 20 years
Section 35 Confiscation Order for Animal Seized as part of the Investigation (to include 7
dogs/puppies seized at a recent Search warrant executed on the 19th November 2021 by
RTF/RSPCA)

Danny King Jnr . Convicted for one Section 4 offence (Unnecessary Suffering), one Section 9
offence (Duty of Person responsible for animal to ensure welfare) and a Badger Act offence
3 Month Custodial Sentence suspended for 18 months for Section 4 offence.
3 Month Custodial Sentence suspended for 18 months for Section 9 offence.
4 Month Custodial Sentence suspended for 18 months for Badger Act offence.
All suspended for 18 months.
Section 34 Animal Disqualification for 10 years
Section 35 Confiscation Order for Animal Seized as part of the Investigation (to include 7
dogs/puppies seized at a recent Search warrant executed on the 19th November 2021 by
RTF/RSPCA)

---------------------------------------------------Following vehicle stop with Kent Police the Tunbridge Wells Council Environmental
Enforcement Team secured the following convictions at Court recently :Charles Morritt from Tonbridge. Convicted of not providing written Duty of Care Waste
Documents on the 20th April at Lower Green Road, Pembury.
Fined £300
Costs £200
Victim Surcharge £34
Total £534
Jimmy Avery from Snodland Convicted of not having Waste Carrier Licence or any other
Waste related documents on the 23rd April at Mascalls Court Road, Penbury.
Fined £300 for No Waste carrier Licence
Fined £300 for No Waste Documents
Costs £200
Victim Surcharge £60
Total £860.

Lee Harris from Dover was recently convicted for the offences of Drug Driving, No Licence
and No Insurance. Harris made off from RTF when seen driving erratically during an Op
Assist Fly Tipping day of action in Dover from which he was located and arrested.
Fines totalling £463.
120 days suspended sentence suspended for 18 months.
Electronic tag curfew 08:00 – 20:00 to remain indoors daily for 16 weeks
12 Month obligatory disqualification.

---------------------------------------------------Kind regards
Rural Task Force
07870 252185 or darren.walshaw@kent.police.uk
Follow the team on Twitter @ Kent Police Rural
Team Email : rural.task.force@kent.police.uk

